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Boomer Cellular Networks -
The next-generation cellular networks



Explore
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The only Swedish Tech company, accepted both in Orange Fab Accelerator programme and Facebook Accelerator.
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A new experience in connectivity



Meet our revolutionary antenna innovation that lowers cost, boosts coverage, is more efficient and brings unparalleled user experience in every deployment scenario.




See our use cases


[image: Image]Railways. Get voice and data on trains without denser sites.



[image: Image]Urban. Low CAPEX investments, high efficiency and coverage.



[image: Image]Maritime. High-speed internet and great user experience.



[image: Image]Digital connectivity in remote areas - on equal terms world wide.
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[image: Image]Urban. Low CAPEX investments, high efficiency and coverage.



[image: Image]Maritime. High-speed internet and great user experience.
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Unparalleled antennas for every MNO



Radio Innovation's antennas are developed to be lightweight, durable, and provide unparalleled long range coverage - up to 10x longer than regular small cell antennas. 
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Supercharged coverage



Our high-gain, narrow-sectored antenna signals cover vast areas with cost savings of up to 80% as fewer new cell sites need to be built.


Bridges the global digital divide



Tough terrain and long distances mean expensive deployment in rural areas, leaving millions of people with virtually zero internet access. Radio Innovation's cost-efficient antennas can remedy that.


Reliable connectivity



Our antennas provide reliable connectivity with a quicker and more sustainable rollout throughout both urban and rural locations. 




Our products



Maximize the signal and gain extreme coverage performance. We offer advanced “transformational” technology for the transmission of mobile internet. Phased array modular antennas and green energy solutions with exceptional performance and quality. New sites will provide up to 85% lower total site costs/km2 or /customer served or /GB delivered over present standard solutions.
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Long Range



Get significantly higher customer experience while covering extremely wide areas! Our antennas provide a more powerful voice and data footprint than traditional antennas because of the higher gain of up to 9dBi, low loss, and low interference. Learn more about how to get a higher customer experience and satisfaction!

EXPLORE




Urban Range



Our Urban antenna solves the capacity issues in cities for MNOs. Reduce CAPEX by changing the antenna instead of building another cell. RI's antennas double the capacity and improve customer satisfaction. Learn more!

EXPLORE
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Products



Choose the right antenna for you: 694-960 MHz, 1710-2170 MHz, 2300-2690 MHz or 3200-4700 MHz.
Download specs and learn more about our innovative and reliable product and technology.

EXPLORE
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Urban Range



Our Urban antenna solves the capacity issues in cities for MNOs. Reduce CAPEX by changing the antenna instead of building another cell. RI's antennas double the capacity and improve customer satisfaction. Learn more!

EXPLORE
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Products



Choose the right antenna for you: 694-960 MHz, 1710-2170 MHz, 2300-2690 MHz or 5G.
Download specs and learn more about our innovative and reliable product and technology.

EXPLORE
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Reach indoors coverage in isolated villages.



Maximize data coverage - equals 5 sites with standard antennas.
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>400%




Rural coverage increase 






Our customers



These are some of our customers, ready to transform the world with us, one antenna at the time.
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Easy assembly with modular solutions



Radio Innovation modular antenna system is designed to maximize energy efficiency and deliver outstanding performance. It provides superior coverage, exceptionally high capacity, and faster data transmissions.

Our antennas are 100% passive and contain no electronics. All parts are made from aircraft-grade aluminum and manufactured with precision to the highest standards.

EXPLORE









Contact us!



We’re here to help and answer any questions you might have. We look forward to hearing from you! If you have any urgent requests, you are welcome to contact us at:

info@radioinnovation.net
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    Email address
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	Our value proposition


	FAQ


	Investor Relations


	Corporate Responsibility


	Company


	News


	Contact






Radio Innovation Sweden AB | Gustavslundsvägen 151E | 167 51 Bromma



All rights reserved (c) Radio Innovation 2022
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of cookies.
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